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Life at 9k… by Skip Testut
Happy New Year, everyone! Here’s
hoping that 2009 is a banner year
for all of us and that each of you has
resolved to join in a little Central New
York fun over the next 12 months. I
know I have. One of the ways that we
can make that happen is by attending
the upcoming Annual Business and
Planning Meeting, this year to be held
at the Turcos in Pennellville on January
18th at one o’clock (Directions may be
found elsewhere in this issue). It is at
this particular meeting where the club
schedules its get togethers for the next
twelve months and knowing what our
members would like to do is a big step
in helping us put it together. If you
can’t attend the meeting then let Joyce,
Wayne Kunkel, or me know what you’d
like to see occur and we’ll present your
ideas to the group for consideration. Of
course we’ll make fun of you for not
being there in person, but at least your
ideas will be heard!
Speaking of ideas for the upcoming
year, once again Dick Jeffers has come
up with an outstanding idea. No, he’s
not expecting us to crash a British car
with him or even drive half-way around
the world to attend a race (although
I’m still looking for someone wanting
to do a road trip to the 2009 Rolex 24.
Anyone??!). What Dick suggests in his
letter to the editor is that those of you
who have garages be so kind as to tell
us all about them, include photos (if
possible), and describe the work you do
there or hope to be doing. We’ve visited
John Hajny’s, Chris White’s, and Mitch
Van Ordstrand’s, but we’d like to know
about the rest of you. All of this would
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be most appreciated, especially by
those of us whose automotive work is
confined to the great out of doors and
on cinders. We won’t hold it against
you that you have the space and we
don’t; we just want to know what you
have and what you do there. Give us a
shout, will you?
It’s been quite lonely here in Ithaca
with Thak on an extended stay in
the Mother Country. I’ve practically
given up Sunday breakfasts and have
only set foot in diners on the rarest
of occasions. Oh sure, I’ve lost quite
a bit of weight because of it all (17#,
if you’re interested or even if you’re
not), but there are some things far
more important than losing weight and
visiting a diner is high on that list. Also,
I wanted to get back at Thak for roasting
me in the last issue of The Redline and
here he is out of the country. I mean,
fair’s fair and all that, right?! Well, now
is my chance. Thak claimed to be far
too busy to write a proper column this
month, but said that he was giving me
permission to cut and paste his emails
to make them into a column. If I have
to do that much work, I’m not cutting
out anything about massages, topless
beaches, and the horrors of surviving
a revolution without sufficient olives
for martinis. You, dear reader, will get
it all, direct from the keyboard of the
Samuel Pepys of Thailand (with some
careful editing, of course). As Marion
Berry, former mayor of Washington,
D.C. once opined, “There are two kinds
of truths. There are real truths and there
are made-up truths.” I’ll let you decide
which ones are which.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
As Chief Driving Instructor for
CNYPCA, I’d like to personally thank
Chuck Gladle for his tireless efforts
at imparting 40-some years of driving
knowledge to the membership of
CNYR. As the cover of the most recent
Redline Report so clearly illustrates, he
will Stop At Nothing to share what he
has learned for the good of everyone
driving a Porsche. The man is a
Legend!
Sincerely,
John Hajny

It was rigged, I tell ya, rigged!!
To whom it may concern,
I am lodging a protest of the Photo
contest at our club banquet. I have spent
hours researching the rules of various
photo contests, (National Geographic,
Kodak, Parade Magazine), and it seems
that “Photo shopping” a photograph is
grounds for disqualification. I realize
we are a loosely run, friendly group of
car aficionados, but seeing that I ranked
third behind two (fake) photo-shopped
pictures, I must challenge the results.
Ok, my feelings are hurt, but I really am
laughing. I’m joking already! However,
I would like to suggest that we have
three categories next year: Original
The Redline Report

Photo/Artistic Photos/Auto Art, i.e.
Woodcarving, (Bill your picture was
beautiful), Ceramic, Quilting, Cake
Making, etc. Congratulations to all
who entered.
Special thanks for Lee Goodman and
the wonderful slide shows you produce
for our CNY PCA events.
Cathy Alberson

I’ll show you mine, if
you’ll show me yours...
Both “Vintage Motorsport” and
“Autoweek” are running a series of
articles on car people’s garages. I know
many of our members have neat garages
ranging from Mitch VanNorstrand’s
fantastic place to my humble
accommodation. It would be interesting
to see how different folks have dealt
with their own particular problem of
utilizing their available space. Why not
run this by the membership and see if
they would submit short articles with
photos to the “Redline Report”?
Regards,
Dick Jeffers
Dick, once again you’ve come up
with an excellent idea. As one
who must perform his work in a
carport, I’d love to see how the
other half lives. What say the
rest of you?!? Send photos and
a description to me and I’ll post
them in the next Redline.” Ed.
January/February 2009
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An Auction for Neurofibromatosis
Research
Dear Editor,
Attached please find an ad for an
upcoming charity auction benefiting the
Children’s Tumor Foundation. 100%
of
the
auction
proceeds
go
toward
CTF’s
Racing4Research
program - a program that raises
money for neurofibromatosis (NF)
research. NF is a genetic disorder
that affects 1 in every 3,000 births and
causes tumors to grow on the nerves
anywhere in the body.
This is an exciting program for a very
worth cause with a strong Porsche tiein. Plus a one-of-a-kind auction item
that will be of considerable interest to
many PCA members.
Many thanks,
Bob Beck
Arizona Region PCA
Children’s Tumor Foundation NF
Ambassador
If interested, please check
out their website at www.
racing4research.org ED.

Lady at the Wheel

By Joyce Gladle, President, CNY-PCA

M

y, My!! It’s almost 2009! I
guess the old adage “Time
flies when you are having
fun” is true.  

I had lots of “Porsche fun” in 2008 and I
hope you did, too. I can honestly say that
the CNY PCA Officers and Committees
worked diligently to provide you, the
members, with interesting, challenging
and entertaining events to participate
in. You have our promise that we will
continue to do so for the next 2 years.
However, that does not let YOU off the
hook!! We need and want your input.
We always appreciate hearing about
what we can do to make our Region
better for everyone. If you have an idea
for an event, if you would like more
of a particular type of event or if you
would like to try your hand at hosting
an event, please let us know.
Our 2009 Planning Meeting is coming
up on January 18. This is the perfect
platform to offer your suggestions and
learn what we will be doing for the
year. Do plan to join us. Complete
information is included in this issue.
In February we will offer our first
driving event of the year—though it
probably won’t be in your Porsche. Our
Winter Rally and Daytona 500 Party is
always great fun and a needed spark in
the winter months. All the information
is elsewhere in this issue of Redline.
As you make your New Year’s
resolutions for 2009 don’t forget your
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personal well being. They say laughter
is a great cure for just about anything
and it keeps you young! There is always
an abundance of laughter at our CNY
events so treat your self to good times
with good friends. Join us and see why
we have so much fun together!
On behalf of all the CNY Officers, I
would like to wish all our members and
their families a happy, safe and healthy
New Year!!			
RL

CNY-PCA Welcome Wagon

By Ed Hurd, Membership Chair

Ed’s not available this issue, but assures
me he’ll be back. In the meantime, Ed
reports that there are no new members
and that no one dropped out. I guess
that’s his idea of a report, so it’s printed
here!

A Vermont Story
By Richard D. Jeffers

T

his article has nothing to do with
Porsche. It is presented at the
request of Joyce Gladle in the hope
that it will be of interest to those who
went on the Fall Tour to Bennington,
Vermont. My great (x 4) grandfather,
James Fay Jr., was a private in the
15th Massachusetts regiment and spent
the winter of 1777-78 with George
Washington at Valley Forge, where
he suffered and died on May 4, 1778.
Interestingly, his father, James Fay, did
not support separation from England
and remained a Tory for the duration of
the war. This story is about James Fay
Jr.’s Uncle Stephen, James’ brother,
who was a patriot of the first order.
Stephen Fay served as a Captain during
the French and Indian War and later
moved from Hardwick, Massachusetts,
to Bennington, Vermont, where he
opened the Green Mountain Tavern.
At that time, Vermont was not yet a
state, and the territory was claimed by
both New York and New Hampshire.
Stephen opposed annexation by New
York and, in protest, mounted the
stuffed skin of a catamount with its
teeth grinning defiance towards New
York on top of a high sign post at the
tavern. Henceforth his establishment
was known as the Catamount Tavern.
The tavern was the home of Ethan Allen
for several years and was the location
where the Council of Safety met to plan
and guide the expedition of the “Green
Mountain Boys” to stem General John
Burgoyne’s invasion. General John
Stark and Colonel Seth Warner also met
here to plan the attack on Lt. Colonel
Friedrich Baum’s entrenchments, now
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known at the Battle of Bennington. I will let Orlin Fay tell the story of events
surrounding the battle (from Fay Family, by Orlin P. Fay, published 1898):
“In the clash of arms at Bennington, Captain Fay was represented by his sons, five
of whom, John, Elijah, Benjamin, Col. Joseph, and David were in the battle, Aug.
16,1777, John being killed at his post of duty. When Stephen was informed that
he had been unfortunate in respect to one of his sons he exclaimed, “What! Has
he misbehaved?” “No, sir,” said the informant, “worse than that, he is among the
slain. He fell contending mightily in the cause.” “Then I am satisfied,” replied the
venerable sire, and in his deep grief, bowing his head, he exclaimed, “I thank God
that I had a son who was willing to give his life for his country, bring him in and
lay him before me that, at my leisure, I may behold and survey the darling of my
soul.” Upon which the corpse was brought in and laid before him, all besmeared
with dirt and gore. He then called for a vessel of water and washed the gore
from his son’s corpse and wiped his gaping wounds with a complacency, as he
expressed it, which before he had never felt or experienced.
The British officers who were taken prisoner in the battle were conducted to the
house of Captain Fay. On the day previous to the battle they had tauntingly sent
word that they wanted him to prepare a good dinner for them for they would dine
with him on the morrow. On their approach as prisoners of war, he met them at the
gate with his characteristic humor and pulling of his “cocked hat” said to them,
“Welcome, welcome, gentlemen! The dinner you ordered is prepared for you.”
The Catamount Tavern burned to the ground in 1871. During the Fall Tour, I
noticed that several Bennington businesses incorporate the word “catamount” in
their name.
RL

CNY-PCA gathers at the Bennington Monument to pay homage to
Dick Jeffer’s Great Uncle. Photo courtesy of Lee Goodman
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The Electronic, Peripatetic,
Unexpurgated PPP Thak
by Thak Chaloemtiarana

Editor’s Note: As mentioned earlier
in this issue, the intrepid Thak
has left the country for several
months’ worth of sabbatical leave.
At Cornell, all faculty receive
a semester or two off after
they have taught one course,
deigned to talk to a freshman for
more than 10 minutes, or simply
decided they wanted to have one.
When you hear about underpaid,
overworked teachers, NEVER
think of the Ivy League. Anyway,
on his way to Thailand a funny
thing happened while he was en
route. Revolutionaries seized the
two major airports in Bangkok,
Thak’s destination. Now normally
and with today’s airlines and in
the best of times you can expect
to lose luggage, be bumped from
flights, or in some manner tortured
in ways not covered by either
the Geneva Convention or by
having teen-aged children. When
revolutionaries seize airports,
however, the airlines and Thak get
especially creative or as Hunter
S. Thompson once said, “When
the going gets tough, the weird
turn professional!” Thak sent the
following e-mails and asked that
they replace his normally pithy
column until such time as the
revolutionaries finally allow him to
buy olives for his martinis. Until
then, he’s too distraught. I know
you’ll understand. ED.
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NOVEMBER 22, 2008, 5:09 PM:
I am not sure when I will be able to
sit down to write again. I take off for
Narita and Bangkok on Monday. At the
moment, I am moving back and forth
between my friend’s house in Kailua to
Khwan’s small apartment in Honolulu.
It is raining heavily today so I can’t
have my regular beach walk. I ate
Filipino food last night and it was quite
good although very rich. I also had to
have my Hawaiian plate lunch--Lau lau
and Kailua pig with macaroni salad,
rice, and poi. For a tiny container less
than half a cup of poy I had to pay $2.
It was like eating Elmer’s glue except
that it was purple.
I hear that it is snowing in the NE. I am
not envious.
NOVEMBER 25, 2008, 9:17 PM:
I am typing you this note from the Panda
Hotel in Hong Kong or rather Kowloon
in Tsuen Wan/Sha Tin. This area used
to be part of the New Territories and
barely populated. Now it is full of high
rises.
We let Narita at 7 PM and about 11 PM
our flight was diverted to Hong Kong
because Suwannaphum airport was
closed. At least we were not stranded
at the Thai airport. It is more pleasant
here and I am looking forward to some
good Chinese food. We were supposed
to leave at 1 PM today but apparently
the airport is still closed.
Everyone is frustrated. Although I am
not a great fan of the military, it seems
that the only way [to resolve the crisis]
is for the military to come in (short
January/February 2009
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of a coup) to restore order and keep
the protesters away from government
buildings and airports. I am getting
increasingly annoyed by the antigovernment protesters who advocate
‘mob democracy.’ I am not a fan of
this government but it is an elected one
and should be given a chance to govern
[Thak feels much the same way
about the CNY-PCA leadership or
so he tells me. Ed]. The leaders of
the protest movement should form an
opposition party and contest elections
and not use mob rule to force a public
bloodshed that will then force the
military to take over, thereby replacing
the current government. The king’s
name has been used by both sides, but
the king is ailing and may not have the
energy to step in again.
I guess it is a good time for me to be
in Thailand to observe this latest turn
in Thai political development. I only
hope that I will not get sucked into the
conflict by friends and acquaintances
[Or by the editor who has
turned his name over to the
revolutionaries. Ed].
I wished that this had happened before
I left Honolulu. I was just beginning to
enjoy the long walks on Kailua beach.
I might even have given “poi” a second
chance.
DECEMBER 1, 2008, 2:09 AM:
I would have liked to attend the
Rolex 24 Hour event, [but] after this
experience, I think that I will stay
put for a while. After 12 hours at the
airport and the incompetence of the
airline staff who kept on moving me
The Redline Report

to different flights, I finally arrived in
Samui Island at 3 AM. Luckily the
man who was supposed to pick me up
came back to see if I was on the last
plane. Now I have to wait until Friday
to see if I can get out of here.
I am staying at this very nice resort
and have my own cottage with all the
amenities that sits on top of the beach.
There is a storm surge now and I slept
to the sound of crashing waves. This
morning I walked to the resort’s private
beach and ran into a couple trying to get
as much sun as possible. The woman
was topless and I tried to pretend not to
notice.  She was quite pretty, so eat your
heart out [As Thak did not included
photos, I can only assume that
she was a British tourist in her
60s. Ed.].
Coming from Singapore, Samui is a
third less expensive. I will try to rent
a jeep for a day and drive around the
island to take in the sights. It is as
much as taking a tour.
The food is excellent and the beer
cheap. Unfortunately, the resort is far
away from the nightlife action, which
is a beach over. Depending how bored
I get, I might just go and check out the
strippers and go-go girls.
DECEMBER 2, 2008, 9:03 PM:
I rented a small Suzuki jeep and went
into town to check out the nightlife. It
was quite pathetic because there were
so few tourists. The massage parlor girls
were desperate to find customers.  I had
to fend them off constantly. One hour
of foot massage costs about $6 and a
full body massage about $7. Compare
January/February 2009
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this to $60 in the US [As Oscar Wilde
once said, “A cynic is a person who
knows the price of everything and
the value of nothing.”]. The girls
were very pretty, but I resisted [Again
with the aging British tourists...
Ed.]. Perhaps if I find someone with
the features that turn Skip on I might
weaken [Translation: A woman who
loves Martin outboard motors and
is willing to buy the beer. Ed].
The sun is finally out today which
makes it hot. I am exploring the rest of
the island today. I’ll relax by the pool
tomorrow wearing dark glasses so I can
take a gander at the blond Russian girls
lying around the pool [Russian “girls”
are much like the aging British
tourist “girls”. Itís not a pretty
sight. Ed.].
Eat your heart out!
DECEMBER 4, 2008, at 1:38 AM:
Everywhere I go people think that I
am ‘farang’ (i.e. Westerner). They
are surprised that I speak Thai [And
in Ithaca, they’re surprised you
speak English. It’s a cruel world.
Ed.]. They think that I work here and
have learnt the lesson well. I guess it
is the white hair and beard. I went to
get a hair cut at a local barber (not one
that caters to tourists). The barber took
out half my beard, thinking that it had
to be shaved!
I am still on vacation and will not get
started with my projects until a week or
so later. Did I tell you that I have been
invited to go speak in London next
year? That should be fun.
The Redline Report

DECEMBER 4, 2008, 10:30 PM:
I am at the Samui airport waiting for
a flight north to Utapao air force base
where my sister will pick me up. The
final indignity was that I had to pay
for overweight luggage. I told them
that I came from the US and allowed
more but that did not go over well
with the local agent who insisted that
I was flying domestic.  Also, my guitar
is too large for the plane so it will be
loaded in the back of cargo. There is
no insurance, either.
I am supposed to go to Cambodia in
January. At this point I am thinking
about bagging it.
If the girls weren’t so good looking, I
would have caught the first flight home
to spend the rest of my leave doing
nothing [More British tourists...
Thak’s exposure to their exposure
is starting to weaken his resolve.
He can either show them his PCA
or his AARP membership card to
impress. Ed.]. I might even help you
with the Martins.
DECEMBER 10, 2008, 9:52 PM:
I arrived in Bangkok last night. It
only took me sixteen days. I did have
a week of easy living in Samui and
at my sister’s place on the coast. We
went out on their boat every day this
past week. My sister’s boat is a 25
foot fiberglass boat built locally.   It
has a 200 HP Yamaha outboard and it
flies over the waves.  It is amazing how
far we travel in the ocean compared to
trips that I take on the lake. They also
have another smaller boat, an 18 foot
Wellcraft that is rigged for fishing.  It is
January/February 2009
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a very nice boat and I am tempted to find one to use on the lake [Turco, are you
reading this?! If you play your cards right, he’s ready to buy another
boat from you. Ed.]. It, too, has a Yamaha but with 150 HP. The other day, we
went to look at some new boats. A 24 foot Sea Ray retails for about $100,000.
I am so relaxed that I have decided not to go to my meeting in Cambodia. Why
work when I do not have to.
My resolve to eat less (not to the extent of counting calories) is in shambles. This
past week, I have been tempted with lots of dishes at every meal. Even if I ate
just one mouthful of each dish, I think that I would overshoot my daily allowance
in just one meal. I only hope that the pants I bought will fit for at least a while
longer.
Thak								

RL

The author in less stressful times with the CNY-PCA in the Poconos
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Exiting 2008 at Top Speed
by Wayne Kunkel

The holiday party was a great time
even without Thak’s patented Thai
cooking. I must say that the 60 or so
party attendees all brought some great
eats and great attitudes for the annual
celebration. We had attendees from
as far north as Watertown and as far
south as Pennsylvania. From Elmira to
Norwich we had the faithful showing
up with cookies and appetizers.
As the official host I had less of a
chance to interact and listen to political
commentary, what cars are coming, and
what tires are on order. In fact it was
a whirling dervish of sites and sounds
from the assembled porschephiles
who had nice things to say about the
house, the antiques, and the cooking.
Yes, we are drawn together by paying
our annual dues to the brand from
Zuffenhaus, but we are held together
by a mutual respect and love of our fine
CNY club.

tribe. Our extended family sends us
emails and calls to find out what we are
doing. They call to help with a strange
problem we might be having with our
P car. Our spouses come along and
find that commonality with the other
spouses.
Thanks for being part of the CNY
Porsche family. We enjoy all of your
friendships.
The CNY family will gather in January
to decide to what we are doing all year
long. There will be the usual rallies,
track dates, picnics, auctions, and
maybe an autocross or two. We are in a
full tilt boogie as we exit the successful
2008 PCA scene activities. The legacy
for the late apex of the holiday party
has been that last get together for us
socially, sadly without our P cars. The
late social apex does allow for a full tilt
boogie going into 2009. Come join us in
2009 at a function. If I look bewildered
just whisper your name at me! RL

We were sad to learn of Ed Hurd’s
heart attack and Janice King’s broken
ankle. We missed their laughter and
attendance. There were new faces and
names to know. It is a challenge for
the host amidst the flurry of cooking
details and looking for that serving
spoon or corkscrew. It is incumbent
on us all to welcome that new face. Do
you remember that first function that
you attended with PCA? For some of
us it has been a month of Sundays, as
my Mom would say, since that fateful
Sunday when we went to that first
picnic or autocross. Now some of my
closet friends are from the Zuffenhaus
The Redline Report
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Ronnie, Uwe and CNY Friends awaiting the start of the 2008 Fall Tour.
Photo courtesy of Lee Goodman

Mike
and
Pat
Roddy
Momument
during
the
Photo courtesy of Lee Goodman
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at
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2008
Fall
Tour.
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THE NORTHERN SENTINEL
By Bob Graham

Presenting (ta-da!) The 2008
Lumpies

D

uring a Yuletide season early
in my misspent childhood, I
was presented with a terrifying
ultimatum: if I behaved properly and
was a GLF (Good Little Fellow), Santa
would fill my stocking with all manner
of wonderful things. If, however, I
continued my nefarious ways, on
Christmas morn I would find naught in
my stocking but a lump of coal! Shaken
to my roots by this threat, I undertook
immediate, if temporary, steps to divert
from my path toward iniquity and
damnation.
While I managed to escape the
aforementioned hideous consequences,
throughout my life I have hoped that
those whose conduct offended me
would suffer that fate; in response
thereto I have created The Annual
Lump-of-Coal Awards, the presentation
icon nicknamed “Lumpy.”
I now proceed with the first-ever
awards ceremony. [Fanfare] This year’s
Lumpies are presented as follows:
To Senator Richard Shelby of Alabama,
who poisoned the atmosphere at the
initial Congressional hearing regarding
aid to the domestic auto industry
with his shameless, self-promoting
grandstanding, haranguing the auto
execs ad nauseam about executive jets.
Interesting that his opposition to aid to
our own automakers was so strong; a
few years back he secured $300 mil in
pork to slather upon ‘Bammy to attract
The Redline Report

a Mercedes-Benz assembly plant
(But then, can you believe the execs’
cluelessness, not anticipating that they
would be skewered about their jets as
they sat with their monkeys and tin
cups, begging for handouts?).
To GM, Ford, and Chrysler, who a decade
or more ago discovered that selling
SUVs would enable them to make an
end-run around restrictive DOT/ EPA
fiats imposed upon conventional cars.
They thus commenced to brainwash
the public that these cheap-to-build
trucks were, well, chick and de-boner.
For years, fat, dumb and happy on SUV
revenues, they dawdled on alternativefuel vehicle R&D -- an act of laziness
that has made them late to the present
party. I know; I know: SUVs were
birthed when gas was relatively cheap.
But couldn’t top execs foresee that
higher oil prices were coming, sooner
or later, and would surely return after
the current trough? Or is foresight not
a requirement for high muck-a-mucks
making $40 mil a year?
To party-hearty-Nazi-sex-submissive
Max Mosley, who morphed into a
dom whenever near Ron Dennis or a
McLaren F1 car, and who cynically
manipulated a last-race showdown the
past two seasons by countenancing
arbitrary and capricious decisions
by race stewards and the FIA World
Council. Max, you’ve clearly overstayed your welcome; polish up the
nipple-clamps and go have fun. And,
while still on Eff-One . . .
To spoiled-brat Fernando Alonso, who
turned petulant child when confronted
by a teammate as talented as he,
and who resorted to blackmail when
January/February 2009
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whining didn’t get him his way. Lonnie, you’re a terrific driver, but d’ja ever
wonder why nobody but Flav wants you?
To the aesthetically challenged folks who designed and styled the Ford Flex, and
to Ford poobahs who OK’ed its production as the market for vehicles like it was
evaporating.
To our beloved Porsche AG, who despite gargantuan profits that have enabled
it to buy most of VW and maybe Dubai for all we know, has never owned up to
design defects in the M96 engine used in Boxsters and recent 911s. I speak of the
epidemic of leaky rear main seals, and the more serious intermediate shaft issues.
The problems tend to reinforce the notion that the M96 was an engine built to a
price-point.
And while we’re at it, to the editorial leadership of Porsche Panorama, which had
plodded along in a “same-old, same-old” stupor for as long as I can remember,
perpetuating a cozy, perk-rich environment in which, as far as Porsche AG is
concerned, “Never is heard / A discouraging word.”
And on a lighter note, a curmudgeonly Lumpy to . . .
All the dudes who, instead of wearing ball caps with bills forward, or even
backward, insist upon wearing them oriented in various easterly or westerly
directions. For all I know, exact angle may vary with day of the week, or how
today’s MTV idol is wearing his.
Tune in again next year for more Lumpy Awards. Meanwhile, Drive in Its Finest
Form!

Pretty Porsches all in a row... at Hemming’s in
Bennington, Vermont during the 2008 Fall Tour.
Photo courtesy of Lee Goodman
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Many of the CNYers pose at Hemming’s in
Bennington, Vermont during the 2008 Fall Tour.
Photo courtesy of Lee Goodman

CNY’s
photographer
and
Vice-President,
Lee Goodman and his Porsche in Bennington,
Vermont
during
the
2008
Fall
Tour.
Photographer unknown
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Another Season Comes To
An End By Brian Daley

I

n my last submission I discussed
the last addition to the stable, my
new to me 1991 944S2 Cabriolet.
At that point I was still assessing the
route to take with the car, whether to
do a restoration to acceptable condition
as a driver, sell it to generate some cash
(can never have enough of that stuff),
or strip it out and turn it into a backup
track car with mandated roll bar due to
it not having a steel roof.

Sometime in June I suppose I finally
got all the bits and pieces back in the
car and cleaned it up inside and out and
I must say, it came out much better than
I thought it would. I was able to find
a local welder who has expertise with
all metals including aluminum and he
repaired the passenger side main roof
support - it’s made of cast aluminum.
Once he got it back in one piece and I
covered it with the top fabric, it works
fine and looks good. The top needs to
be replaced and there are some interior
“issues” that I will need to deal with,
but all in all after a new CD in-dash
stereo installation I’m happy with the
car’s looks. What I really like is the
performance! I cannot believe the grunt
from that 3.0L 16-valve powertrain.
Compared to my first Porsche, a
1987 944 “Normal,” the difference is
unbelievable. It’s like driving a first
generation 944 turbo with NO turbo
lag. From 2000 rpm to redline it just
keeps going. The Porsche engineering
gurus deserve every Deutschmark they
earned from that project.
Which leads me to my dilemma – I
bought a 1995 BMW 325i Cabriolet in
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April as a summer driver. I hadn’t done
anything with the 944S2 back then. I
wasn’t even sure if it ran, as all I did
was give the seller some cash, push
it onto the trailer, and put it away for
the winter. When I was perusing eBay
one Monday in April (a very dangerous
habit by the way), I found the car I
have wanted since 1995. That was
when I first saw an E36 Convertible.
It was at a Driver Ed event at Watkins
Glen and this absolutely gorgeous
car drove by me as I was exiting the
garage. It parked outside the paddock
gate and I couldn’t take my eyes off
it. With the top down it was the most
beautiful vehicle I had ever seen.
I bought that car that I saw on eBay
that fateful day. I didn’t actually get
it through the auction I had stumbled
on to though. As you probably know
eBay items are listed in Military Pacific
Standard Time. So we east coasters have
to not only convert to regular (analog?)
time but also to Eastern Standard Time
(or Daylight Savings Time I suppose).
Anyway, my plan was to logon 10
minutes before the end of the auction
and if the price was still right pounce on
it like a mother lion defending her den
and cubs. Problem is I miscalculated
the time conversion and the auction
had ended by the time I logged on. I
went to bed very angry with myself –
the price hadn’t changed since I last
saw it at 6pm that night. It was a VERY
good price. The next day at 8AM on
my way to work I had a revelation – I
should call the seller and let him know
that if the deal falls through I’d buy the
car. At 4PM I remembered that thought
and gave him a call. He told me the guy
who bought the car was already busting
his chops about coming up with the
January/February 2009

money. The deal was $500 down within 24 hours and the balance on delivery
of the car within 5 days. Evidently the “winner” of the auction never thought to
arrange for the money part of the deal BEFORE he started bidding on the car. He
told the seller that his Credit Union needed three days to approve him for a loan
and he didn’t have the $500 to cover the down payment unless he got the loan.
I told the seller I could give him a $500 via credit card that minute and I’d be there
that Friday with cash for the balance to pick up the car. The seller told me to call
back at 6PM that night as he gave the “winner” until 5 to come up with the down
payment. At 6PM the car was mine. A one-way flight to LaGuardia, a $10 taxicab
ride to his office, some paperwork and a blissful 4-plus hour ride home.
Dilemma – What do I do with the 944S2 Cabriolet?
Answer – I have no idea but I’m open to suggestions...		

RL

Where it all began: The trunk of the Gladles’ Land
Shark in a Syracuse Mall. 2008 CNY Fall Tour
photo courtesy of Lee Goodman
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Business Card Bulletin Board

Your card here attracts our members and many lurkers
on our web site. Best of all, our fees are very reasonable!
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Funny Folk with Funny Names
for Funny Cars by Herr Helmut

von HAIR

F

or all the car owners and drivers
that make up the crowded roads
of our country, driving the public
roads both rural and urban, highway
and byway, we are the funny ones. We
funny folks, with funny names for our
funny cars are placed in a particular
subcategory of the human species,
homoautocus or something like that.
Oh, don’t get me wrong, we are not the
only oddity behind the wheel I’m sure
there are a host of other folks that have
names for their cars, too.
Think for a moment of the decidedly
different cars both old and new still
on the road today from other countries
besides us here in the good old US of
A. Countries such as England, Italy,
France, Sweden, Japan, Korea and, of
course, Germany. As you might guess
there are other cars past and present
that have been produced elsewhere,
but for the most part those countries
mentioned above best cover the board.
From the oldest models to the current
production, we have all been known
to pamper and protect them. To us
they are something beyond just being
transportation.

I will stick with Porsche and perhaps,
a few, other German makes, but yes
indeed, we are the funniest. Perhaps
it is our mindset or being mentally
challenged or funny-like odd. We have
all seen the new divorcee with her
special plate “MINE NOW” and if you
never purchase but only lease, the plate
is “LEAS4LIFE.” California originally
got the personal vanity plate concept
going but today even little Rhode Island
The Redline Report

has minds that are as equally creative
as any on the left coast. Today, it is
more the norm for folks like us to pay
the price of that special vanity plate.
The speed demon with the plate that
reads “BLUEBYU” and the quirky
college professor with a 914 plate that
states “4MORE2GO.” Some state the
model number and year while others
make you think and, at times, think
hard as to what the plate means. How
about “2OLD4ME”, “SOCKRMOM,”
and one of my favorites, “OBRUT”
(“turbo” spelled backwards, so the guy
in front sees “TURBO” in his rear view
mirror as you blow by him).
Some are a name, some are initials
for a name, or even a college or
university. Professionals have a ball.
Lawyers have “ISUEYOU” and
“SOSUEME,” while Doctors go crazy
with “SAWBONES” for the orthopedic
Doctor, the surgeon “DRSTITCH,” and
“NIPNTUCK” for the plastic surgeon.  
An accountant might have a plate that
reads “COOKBOOK” or “MIN TAX”
or even “2AND2IS3.” But it is the
Porsche crowd that always seems to
win the show on vanity plates. My blue
’64 356 reads “ALTBLAU” for old
blue, a white 928 in Virginia has a plate
that reads “GREATWHT,” I spotted a
944 turbo with a plate “SUCKNAIR,”
or how about a 914 with a plate reading
“MITLMOTR.”
We’ve all seen them and most of us
have them and our friends, neighbors,
family and acquaintances believe
us to be arrogant show-offs, silly or
whatever they think, but who the hell
cares anyway. We are simply Funny
Folks with Funny Names for our Funny
Cars.				
RL
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From our friends and sponsors...
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Zone 1 and National News
Hello Techies AND Norbert Singer Fans!
The famous Zone 1 Tech Tactics on February 28th, 2009 at Farnbacher Loles in
Danbury, Connecticut, is the event not to be missed. Farnbacher Loles is one of
the top Performance Tuner names in North America, well known in the racing and
DE community. We are planning an exciting event with the illustrious Norbert
Singer coming over from Germany to regale us in the morning and after dinner.
We are limiting attendance to 150 people so that there will be ample space to
admire the cars, watch the mechanics and listen to the speakers. We have organized
an improved sound system and the lunch will be pre-packaged, thereby avoiding
long line-ups. The Ethan Allen Hotel is giving us a special rate and the dinner will
be at the hotel. Please check www.Zone1.pca.org from time to time for changes
(e.g., additional presenters). PAUL GAGLIARDI , Porsche Cars North America,
will talk on PDK and the new models. Plan to be there.
Botho von Bose, Zone 1 rep., George Beuselinck, co-chair, and Ed Hurd, registrar,
with Bettye Tremper, hospitality.
Norbert Singer by Michael Cotton, Panorama’s European Editor. Quoted in part
from the inside jacket of Norbert Singer’s autobiography 24:16 (with Michael
Cotton).
Norbert Singer, senior racing engineer at Porsche, has played a key role in every
one of Porsche’s 16 overall victories at the Le Mans 24 hours. When, as a young
engineer, he joined Porsche straight out of university, he was given the job of
designing a cooling system for the gearboxes on the powerful 917 race car. His
first task was successful and the 917s dominated in 1971and 1972. Engineer
Singer was then given the task of developing the 911 road car for racing and
in doing so he created what is by far the most successful car that Porsche ever
produced, the 935, the car that won at Le Mans in 1979. Following on this he
designed the body of the 956 and 963 Group C cars which won no fewer than 7
Le Mans titles, engineered the WSC open sports car which claimed 2 victories,
and finally oversaw the GT1-98 project which achieved Porsche’s 16th Le Mans
victory in 1998.
The Redline Report
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Insure your home & car with
Allstate, and I can help you save
on both policies. Call me today.

866-232-7664

BRIAN P DALEY, RFC
89 GRANT AVENUE
AUBURN
BrianDaley@allstate.com

Discount and insurance offered only with select companies and subject to availability and qualifications. Discount amount may be

lower.Allstate Property
and Casualty
Insurance
Company: Northbrook, IL. © January/February
2007 Allstate Insurance Company
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In the last edition of The
Redline Report, Joe described
his thoughts regarding Porsche’s
new PDK transmission. In this
edition’s
installment,
Joe
realizes his dream to drive
the very same model and lives
to tell us all about it. Ed..

The Alternative Line
By Joe Holzer

Before and After – Reviewing the
PDK – The Aftermath (and the after
physics, the after psychology, etc...)

T

hanks to the gracious and
generous assistance of Lee
Smith at Burdick’s Driver
Village Porsche of Syracuse, I have
now been somewhere NEAR an actual
PDK. About two feet away as the crow
walks, carrying an empty gas can. In
truth, I drove a PDK equipped Carrera
coupe with sunroof. I think you can’t
get any 911 (997 for those in the know)
coupe without the sunroof, but there
is good news there as well. For those
who have been forced to lie down to
drive with a helmet, there is plenty of
headroom. That will be true for all the
models, including the glass-roof Targa,
but I digress.
I won’t bore you with all the various
improvements of the 2009 models and
there are many. Despite looking very
much like the ’98 models, that’s where
most of the similarity stops. I am
reminded of the famous Rock Classic
by The Who, “Magic Bus,”   “ I want
it... I want it... I want it... I want it... Ya
can’t have it!”  Damn.
Well, my expectations and preconceived notions were partly correct
The Redline Report

and dramatically wrong at the same
time. As noted earlier, I expected the
car would be fast. That’s a given. But I
also expected that slow speeds would be
problematic, because I was envisioning
a normal clutch action. I was in for
a huge surprise and it was not until I
actually felt the car that it hit me how
Porsche did it. Let me explain. Those
of you who have developed sciatica
from working a Porsche clutch are all
too familiar with the diaphragm spring
forces which have to be overcome to
release drive through the clutch. I have
already described the difference versus
the Tiptronic, which has a conventional
automatic torque converter to allow
slip, but there is a third paradigm at
work here that caught me off guard and
impressed the hell out of me. In a normal
automatic the drive clutches that cause
the proper gear set to move the car are
essentially a binary setup – either they
are engaged or they are disengaged.
Fluid in the torque converter handles
the slip, necessary for stationary idle,
and that slip remains during driving
unless a “lockup” clutch is used on the
converter (If your car has such a clutch
when the car goes into a gear from
neutral – it clunks). Happens with
every automatic I’ve ever driven, even
with the best damping. That slip results
in heat buildup in the fluid, which is
why “Trannytrash” so often ALMOST
made it up the hill at Watkins Glen. Not
good. So imagine my surprise when I
felt no such “thump” when I selected
drive or reverse with the PDK. Well,
that wasn’t really the surprise – I had
actually expected it because there is NO
torque converter in the PDK and hence,
the clutch HAS to be disengaged. But
if I merely wanted to slowly creep,
forward or backwards, how would the
January/February 2009
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PDK achieve this? Turns out it was
simpler than I suspected, which resulted
in a big Ah-Ha moment for me. With
the foot on the brake the brake light
switch (or a similar switch) disengages
the drive by removing pressure from
the clutch.  As first and reverse are on
the same input shaft (the inner – I was
right about the odd gears being there),
hydraulic pressure pushes the clamp
disks apart, but when I quickly removed
my foot from the brake (something you
would be very unlikely to do in actual
driving) I could feel a momentary lack
of drive, followed by a light application
of torque. It hit me that in either first
or reverse and operating below a
threshold engine speed (which, itself,
might be the physical control device)
the pressure on the clutch plates could
be modulated to a point where there
would be a slight transfer of torque only,
slipping just enough to slowly creep
forward or backward and resisted by the
brakes. So the feel is just like a regular
automatic. BRILLIANT! As soon as I
realized that, all my “testing” at low
speeds became unnecessary. The action
was obvious and perfect, but when I
stood on it the clutch pressure went to
hard quickly along with acceleration.  
I did not do any “two-foot” driving,
such as those who cause accidents in
winter by trying to keep engine revs up
while braking against them. I suspect
those people will have a few problems
– like no drive at all until the brakes
are released or short-lived clutches. If
you think a clutch job on a PDK will be
cheap, guess again. Absent holding on
an incline, the necessary torque cooking
the clutches to maintain one’s position
rather than using brakes as most do, the
clutches should have life expectancy
similar to any automatic’s. Elegant
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way to address a real world situation:
The brakes disengage the clutch, the
assumption being that if one releases
the brakes, the one probably wants to
move, right?
I took the liberty to try two “ extremes”
and was again, happily impressed.
Remember my comments about
autocrossing? This will be one hot
setup, as it had NO problem shifting
itself up and down (including to first)
as I hammered and lifted the gas. As
I have advised on the track with my
Tip, leave the thing in Drive and let
it do the deciding – it’s a lot smarter
than I. When I wanted it to shift or to
hold a gear, I had only to move the gas
pedal. Anyone with Tip experience
will acclimate to this in an afternoon.
Those who haven’t experienced a Tip,
yet, will take longer, but not a long
as the Tip. The PDK is simply like a
regular manual, if you want to “be in
control” of shifting, and like the recent
Tip S that allows wheel button shift
overrides without having to movie the
lever to the manual gate.
As for engine braking, it can be done
just as readily with a simple pull of
either wheel tab (It will NOT allow a
shift which will over-rev the engine).
If you want to get good fuel economy,
just leave it in drive. It went to sixth
gear at under 30 mph on a light pedal.
Smooth as glass. Obviously, under hard
throttle the shifts will feel more abrupt,
but I was still favorably impressed, as
they seemed no worse than the Tip. I
suspect Porsche detunes the engine
momentarily during shifts to reduce
harshness. It is hardly noticeable and
certainly not a problem, considering
the potency of the car.
January/February 2009

Speaking of which, Lee noted that he
would call me when Burdick’s got in an
S with the Chrono package, as he wants
me to see the “Launch Control,” which
allows the driver to hold the brake,
blast the engine to redline, and then
feel the rear of the seatback meeting
one’s.   “Not necessary,” I told him.  
After all, as my first “Parade T-shirt”
so succinctly stated, “You need not be
impressed by my 911 – I am.”
If there is any “downside” to the
PDK, it is the simple truth that the
more complicated a system is, the
more likely it is to break and when it
breaks, the more costly it is to fix.  But,
let’s be honest. Isn’t that what sets
Porsche apart, its reliability and its
excellence in engineering? Hopefully
that offsets some of the complexity and
while I lament the loss of “shade tree
mechanic” reparability, something’s
gotta give.
Again, I want to thank Lee Smith at
Burdick for the opportunity to learn
about a car we both knew I was not about
to be able to buy. Unfortunately. He
said that every one of the few Tiptronic
911s they sold was a specific customer
order, so he thought that might have
contributed to the relatively few they
see. Here’s to those enlightened few.
Regardless, Lee (and Porsche AG)
thinks that half of the PDKs will sell in
the US, especially since they will have
cars for people to actually try. Maybe
he’ll let me have a test drive when
they get in a Turbo Cab PDK – in, oh,
three years or so? And if anybody who
buys one wants some private lessons in
getting the most from their PDK, I’ll
be happy to help them consume some
brakes, gas and tires ;-)
The Redline Report

If you wonder what engineering really
looks like – drive a PDK. When you
THINK about what it does, you will be
amazed.

A Gasoline ALERT by Bill
Noroski

First, it’s the oil------now, it’s the GAS.
This is NO joke. Storing a car for as
little as a month requires the utmost
precautions. Here in Central New York
we put our cars away for the winter
months. In these parts, that could mean
for as long as 6 months. THAT is sad,
but it’s true.
During the FALL TOUR, I became
increasingly aware that ETHANOL
(ETHYL ALCOHOL) was being used
in our fuels. I knew this was happening
(somewhere) and I knew it was
inevitable, but there were never any
signs of it where I purchased my gas
until we visited Vermont. I purchased
gas while on the tour and there IT was---a tag right on the pump. ìTHIS PUMP
CONTAINS E-10.î I had no choice, so
now, it’s in my tank.
January/February 2009
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E-10 is a fuel that contains 10% Ethyl Alcohol. Ethyl Alcohol is a BAD ACTOR.
FUEL containing Ethyl Alcohol in concentrations of 10% (or higher) begins to
breakdown, if left undisturbed after only 30 to 45 days. The proposed E-15 is even
worse. The fuel begins to separate into two layers: Gasoline on top, alcohol on the
bottom. Alcohol has a natural affinity for water [Which is why I never have
it in my bourbon. Ed]. This is why you should fill your tank to near FULL
(Less air space, less moisture from condensation, air circulation, temperature
changes, etc.).
This alcohol/water mix lying on the bottom of the tank is corrosive. It will attack
(i.e., corrode) steel, aluminum, brass, other soft metals, and even some fiberglass
or plastic fuel tanks. It can also loosen rust and debris that might otherwise lie
undisturbed in fuel systems. Having it in your tank is one thing, but you certainly
don’t want it circulated throughout your fuel system. Good filters will help prevent
that from happening by preventing the passage of water, but don’t count on it.
That’s like using a band-aid. You must use a fuel stabilizer in order to protect
against this dreaded fuel breakdown and the resultant corrosion. Choose a GOOD
product. Add the stabilizer to the tank at the recommended dosage. Make sure the
stabilizer and gasoline are mixed well AND run the car a bit to assure the MIX
gets through the entire system. Note: It is also a good idea to perform this ritual on
all the other seasonal engines you own. (e.g., lawn mower, snow blower, tractor,
BOAT ENGINES, etc.), even if you think the fuel is straight gasoline.
The bottom line: If you have E-10 (or any other Fuel) in your tank and you want it
to stay usable, use a good fuel stabilizer when you put your car away.
ALSO, in order to preserve your Porsche as best you can, follow my other
recommendations listed in previous issues of the REDLINE. It certainly won’t
hurt and it will do a whole lot of good. Feel free to call me if you have any
questions: (315) 457-1839.
          RL
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The Redline Market
The Redline Market is for noncommercial ads, available to all with an active
PCA membership number. Ads are free for two consecutive issues if they are
Porsche related. The decision as to the “Porscheability” of each ad is solely that
of the editor, who’s a strict constructionist concerning such things, his Honda
ownership not withstanding. A $10 fee/issue is required to continue the ad beyond
two issues. A $10 fee/issue will be charged for all non-Porsche related ads or
for ads placed by non-PCA members. All continuing ads must be resubmitted
on a monthly basis before the 10th of the month preceding the next issue. The
maximum length is 50 words and all sales ads must include an asking price(s).
Send your ads to REDLINE REPORT, c/o Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd.,
Ithaca, NY 14850.
FOR SALE: 1989 944 Turbo S, 92xxx miles. Timing belt, water pump, balance
shaft, accessory drive belts, and rollers changed within the last 1200 miles.
Upgraded turbo & MAF, rebuilt head by Chris White.   $12000. Reasonable
offers entertained. Lots of extra parts, 17in wheels, 17in track wheels and tires
available separately. Email for pics and details. webmaster@cnypca.org
FOR SALE: Eagle SS700 four post hydraulic lift, red powder
coat, as new, 110volt. List $3750 plus shipping, offered for
$2500. Located in Fayetteville. Cell # 256-4467. Tim Simbari (2)

What has Wall Street Done to Us and Our Porsche Car
Values? By Chuck Gladle

M

aybe nothing but then again - it just might hurt us in the wallet! We have
all watched the deterioration of the markets, the continuing struggle
with a payoff, or perhaps a payout, a buy out or some other bull_ _ _ _
political game being played on us, the taxpayers.
With all that is going on will the market place will previously owned Porsches
continue to rise, remain static, or decline. I’m not smart enough to know all
except that now there are pressures in place that carry some new dynamics of
change! But will it be to our advantage or our disadvantage.
Are 356 Speedsters still worth $125,000.00 +++, cabriolets and special rare model
coupes also reaching into the six figure range and the more numerous production
coupes going to stay at $60,000.00? This goes for the primo 914/4 and 914/6 as
well as the early 911 and yes, even the best of the 912s out there. Will their value
continue to go up, stay the same, or head for the cellar? In fact, this goes for every
model Porsche right up to the two and three year old cars. How will it affect tradein values, how will new cars be priced and will there be an adequate availability of
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new models? Does anything change?
Probably yes, but what changes?
Joyce and I sit here with a beautiful
original ’64 356 SC coupe, our two
‘85s, a 928S, a stunning 911 Carrera
3.2, and a real 1970 914/6 race car, that
I now have a ton of money into. Have
we been hurt or not? Unfortunately
we also worry about our restoration
projects from our muscle cars, two old
BMWs and three roadworthy classic
VW beetles. Add to that our wooden
boats and canoes and dozens of antique
outboard motors. We are knee deep in
other collectables, some real treasures
and others that have just been our way
of having fun to gather up, but they are
certainly not worthless. But what of
there value today as verses six months
ago?
We have poured many thousands of
dollars into our little, twelve-acre farm
and now look where the housing market
is. You might be getting the idea that I
am one mad individual and if you think
that you are very correct. First off,
when the bubble broke, I wanted to see
bankers, CEOs, and directors of Fanny
and Freddy jumping from windows at
or above 10 stories. Guess what?! No
one jumped.
So I figured that there might be some
brain matter on the boardroom walls
of their power bases. Here again, no
brain matter. No today’s sorry saps that
put us into this predicament are not as
brave as the 1929 gang that put us into
the “Great Depression.”
So here we are. What to do? I sure as
hell don’t know and if you do please ring
me up and let me know. Being retired
has definite benefits, but generating a
The Redline Report

power base for new income is not one
of them.  Fortunately, our financial guy
moved us in safer directions months
back, but there is still a cause and effect
that we have felt in some losses in our
investments.
Right now when it comes to Porsches, I
am definitely not in a buying mood, but
neither am I in a selling mood. Well,
that is not quite true and some toys may
go on the block, but not until I get a
picture of what the next six months to a
year out will bring. Why this could be
the greatest buyer market of all time, or
NOT! I seem to be capable of buying
and selling old air-cooled VW Beetles,
but my price ceiling has come down on
both sides of this coin, too.
I’m not ready to apply to Wal-Mart,
yet, and Joyce and I are chasing another
avenue that may have strong benefits,
but only time will tell. And so my
Porsche friends, by the time you read
this the ’08 elections will have been
settled and the DEMs may be driving
the whole show or our great tradition of
checks and balances may have held up
but whatever comes, “life goes on.”
I just want my Porsche friends to be
safe and sound and Joyce and I hope
that this current situation does not
have harmful effects on you and yours
for any length of time. You are all
too important to us and this mess we
are in must be dealt with in a fiscally
conservative way. With the correct
oversight rules in place we must see to
it that the CEOs and all of their kind
will never ever be allowed to mess with
our lives again. Never! Oh, and please
do not name any future children Freddy
Mack of Fanny May.		
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A NEW RECORD IS SET ON On Saturday evening we enjoyed a
THE “GREEN MOUNTAIN catered meal at Hemmings Motor
News Café. There was plenty of fun
BOYS” 2008 FALL TOUR
By Joyce and Chuck Gladle

They say records are made to be
broken and our CNY PCA 2009 Fall
Tour certainly did that! 46 Porsches
gathered in Syracuse and started their
trek to Bennington, Vermont. Mother
Nature was at her best offering peak
color in the hills, mountains and along
the twisting roads of New York and
Vermont. Add to that the festive mood
and positive attitudes of 92 Porsche
friends and you have true perfection.
Friday’s driving tour took us east
through the Mohawk Valley and Albany
then along the Taconic Trail into
Massachusetts where we headed north
to Bennington. After a brief respite at
our headquarters, The Paradise Inn, we
assembled for a Welcome Party with
snacks, “grapes of the vine” and the
Vermont brew masters’ Oktoberfest.
Now it was time to check out
Bennington and dine-around-town.
Following breakfast on Saturday
morning, the beautiful Porsches toured
through historic Old Bennington and
then drove north into Vermont. It was
a bright, sunny, beautiful fall day and
the colors were stunning! A stop in
the quaint village of Weston allowed
for lunch at the historic Bryant House
and shopping at the unique Vermont
Country Store and the many shops in
town. The afternoon driving tour took
us past covered bridges, through highmountain meadows and past moose
habitat. A late afternoon stop at the
Vermont Wooden Bowl Company
provided fun for all as we perused the
woodenwares.
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to go around. Thanks to our generous
sponsors and advertisers there were
door prizes for all. A clever Porsche
crossword puzzle got the competitive
juices flowing and provided lots of
spirited fun.
Sunday morning found us back in
“Old Bennington” for a group picture
at the base of the Bennington Battle
Monument, a 306’ obelisk built in
1880. Next we were welcomed back
at Hemmings Motor News Garage
Museum and vintage gas station
for a tour of this interesting facility.
From there it was on to the “must
see” Bennington Pottery where many
Christmas gifts were acquired.
This marked the official end of the
2009 Fall Tour. But our members still
had lots to do and experience. While
many started home, several stayed
in Bennington for a little rest and
relaxation. Others continued their trip
into New Hampshire and Maine while
still others went farther north into
Vermont. Many of those heading back
to Central New York gathered for lunch
and a recap of the fun and frivolity of
the weekend.
We were delighted to welcome several
couples from other PCA Regions to join
us on this tour. Their company enriched
our experience and we sincerely hope
they will join us on future Fall Tours.
This event has become our bestattended driving event of the year.
Now our challenge is to see that the
2009 driving trek is equal to this our
most successful Fall Tour. 		
RL
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Die 2008 CNY, Zone 1, and PCA Kalender
January
18th - Annual Planning Meeting
Steve and Connie Turco’s
February
15th - Annual Rally de Rick
Ithaca-Danby Area
28th- Zone 1, Tech Tactics, Danbury, Connecticut

2009 ANNUAL PLANNING MEETING
It’s still winter out there but the 2009 driving season will be
upon us sooner than we think and we need to be prepared!
We are going to get started at our Annual Planning Meeting on Sunday, January
18. It is our annual get together where we brainstorm ideas, decide on dates
and plan events for the coming season. We need you and your suggestions,
so come along and have some fun and help us put our 2009 calendar together.
We will gather at Connie and Steve’s house, have a bite to eat and
then get to work. Bring your ideas and suggestions with you and we
will plan some fun events to enjoy with our friends and our Porsches!
2009 CNY PCA PLANNING MEETING
WHEN:       January 18, 2009
WHERE:    Home of Connie and Steve Turco, 46 Oneida View Drive,
Pennellville, NY
TIME:        1:00 PM ‘till 5:00 PM
BRING:      A dish to pass and any special beverage you may want. CNY will
provide the main course (sandwich meat and cheese) bread, rolls,
condiments, tableware and soft drinks.
COST:

$5.00 per person

RSVP:         Please contact Connie and Steve with the number of people
attending and your dish to pass by January 12, 2009. You may
leave a phone message at (315) 676-4046 or e-mail to
sturco1@twcny.rr.com.
DIRECTIONS TO THE TURCOS’:
                       
From North and South - Follow Route 81 and exit at “Cicero/Route 31” Exit
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(north of Syracuse). Take Route 31 west approximately 5.3 miles to Morgan Road.
Turn Right on Morgan Road and go north approximately 3.1 miles. (Note: Morgan
Road turns into County Route 10 when you cross the river.) At approximately the
3.1-mile mark, turn right onto Mapleview Drive and proceed bearing right around
the development. At the back of this development, take your only right at the
“No Outlet” sign, to the river.  At the “T” intersection on this road, you are there!
No. 46, second gray house on the river (stone front).
From the East and West – Take the NYS Thruway to the exit for Route 81 North
and follow directions above.
Lost? Call (315) 676-4046.

2009 WINTER RALLY AND DAYTONA 500 PARTY
You might not believe it right now but along about February “cabin fever” is going
to set in and you are going to start dreaming about driving that favorite Porsche
again. We CNY PCA members live in the great northern land of New York State
where the prevailing winds arrive regularly from the west and of necessity have
to pass over the Great Lakes, including our two favorites, Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario. This, of course, means that the snow gathered from the two Great Lakes
is inevitably deposited in our driveways and thus directly collides with our “cabin
fever” in an attempt to keep us inside even longer!!
CNY PCAers, however, are a mighty bunch!! A little snow does not bother
adventurous drivers.   We, in fact, have discovered a cure for the dreaded “fever.”  
It is our annual Winter Rally and Daytona 500 Party. That’s right, they are racing
in Florida in February!!
Our fearless Rally Master and his faithful spouse of many years, Rick and JoAnn
Holt, have perfected a prescription for the restlessness suffered by many of our
members. They provide us with a rally route and a party to follow.
So come out and take the cure!!  Get out your “winter rat,” your “daily driver” or
your “monster truck” and join us for a great winter day.  Oh, yeah!  You can drive
your Porsche if you want.
WINTER RALLY and DAYTONA 500 PARTY
WHEN:                February 15, 2009        12:30 PM  Gather, last-minute pit
					
stop, more coffee...
                                                              
1:00 PM Drivers’ Meeting
WHERE:             K-Mart, Route 13 South, Ithaca, NY
The Redline Report
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COST:                $10.00 per car
BRING:              A clipboard and writing instrument.
DIRECTIONS:    See map at: http://www.mapquest.com/maps/map.
adp?email=1&mapdat
From the South:
Take Rt. 13 North and you will enter Ithaca when you suddenly enter our retail
sting of stores and fast food. Once you begin to pass this string of retail, you
will approximately one mile and KMart will be on your left. You have three
opportunities to turn into the general parking area.... two at lights.
From the North:
Take 13 South from Cortland. As you begin to enter Ithaca, you will pass the Mall
then be on a divided section of 13 that goes downhill along the lake. You will
then enter the “big city” area and be on a separated two lane one-way portion 13.  
You will follow that until it comes back to traffic going both ways and be passing
Wegman’s.  KMart will come up on your right at the fourth or fifth light after the
Wegman’s light.
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NICK ORSO’S
BODY SHOP AND SERVICE CENTER

“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”

638 WEST GENESEE STREET

syRACUSE, nEW yORK 13204
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE - 24 HR. TOWING
alignment and suspension repair
SUBSTITUTE VEHICLES

LOCAL CALLS 471-85-21
tOLL FREE 24-7 at 1-877-NICK ORSO (642-5677)

NOW OFFERING NITROGEN TIRE INFLATION
AND SONIC WHEEL BALANCING
see www.nitrofillnow.com for details
Free nick orso auto club memebership!!!

visit us on the web
WWW.nickorso.com

QUESTIONS OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL…
nickorso@gmail.com
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c/o Skip Testut, Editor
873 Taughannock Blvd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
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